સંદર્ભ :-  

આપણી યુનિવસિદત સલામતની તમામ કોલેજના આવાર્થીત્રીઓને જાણવાનું કે, સંદર્ભ પરના નામના આસોસિયેશન કેર ઓજૂદાંલ ટ્રસ્ટના પત્રની વિગતે ટ્રસ્ટ દ્વારા સ્વરૂપ કર્મીના સાધન, સ્પોર્ટસ ડીવિનાઇશન, ક્યાંટર યુનિવસિદતી ડેઝનિસટસ, વધારી યુનિવસિદતી જેમ્સ, યુવ પાક્રસ ડીવિનાઇશન, લાયબ્રેરી ડીવિનાઇશન, કોમ્પ્યુટર ડીવિનાઇશન, કન્સ્ટ્રક્શન, સેમિનારનું કમાઇ અને પ્રોગ્રામ કરવાંનું આવા તો હોય કે હોય તે માટે, દેશની યુનિવસિદતી જેમના વિભાગમાં પ્રોગ્રામ કામગીરી ચાલુ કરાવી હતી. તે ફળે કે પ્રસંગી અને પ્રાર્થની માટે તમામ વિભાગોને જાણવા જોઈએ. 

બિકર્ષા :- 

- સંદર્ભ પત્ર, મેબરશિપ હોમ તથા પ્રોસર

ન. સેટલ / 2 / 2010/17 
સોરાફ્ટ યુનિવસિદતી કાર્યાલય, 
યુનિવસિદતી કેમ્પસ, યુનિવસિદતી રોડ, 
રાજકોટ = 390 007 
તા. 20/11/17 

પ્રયત્ત,

- યુનિવસિદતી સલામતની તમામ કોલેજના આપાત્રીઓને તરફ....

袅સ્પષ્ટ ક્યાંટરે કયાં કયાં કરવા માટે સંદર્ભ પત્રમાં દર્શવિત સરનામા પર સંપૂર્ણ કરવો)

નકલ માનવના :-

1) ભાગી કૃપાપતિભિન્ન / કૃસસાહિભિન્ન અંગત સાહિત્ય સાહિત્ય તરફ....
2) કોમ્પ્યુટર સેંટર - વેબસાઇટ પર પ્રયોગ કરવા અથવા....
To,
The Registrar Officer,
University.

Subject: For the invitation proposal from our association.

R/Mam/Sir,

NAET is a very big developing education trust at national and international level for improving education at all level which is “Registered under trust and Society Act 1950 & 1860 Government Of India”.

NAET act as bureau of information exchange in higher education. Its honoured to you and privilege to us to associate you with us. To grant for meeting a part of the maintenances and development expenses which includes research studies, workshops, training programmes for university administrators, orientation programmes and creation of data bank. The member institution are university or degree conferring higher education institution whose main objective is teaching and research, irrespective of whether they carry the name of university or not. Our memberships are mostly from universities, colleges, and schools and educational institutes from India and overseas.

- To promote or to provide guidance on such programmes, “Naet has students information service division and publication sales division, sports division to sponsor inter-university tournaments and world university games, youth affairs division, library division and documentation division, finance division, administration division, computer division and meeting division, Scholarly publication; Library organization; Academics; Sports; Cultural activities; Legal advise; Vocational Programmes & many more” and to undertake and organise and facilitate, “Conferences, Workshops, Seminars and lectures”.

We are looking forward to join with your respected esteemed organization.

Thanking you in anticipation.

With regards,
Mr. SOHIB BHATI, President,
National association for educational trusts

Reg. Office: 503, Pratiksha Complex, Mahalaxmi Five Roads, Nr.Paldi CharRasta, Paldi, Ahmedabad-7
Contact NOS: (M) 9904668837, 7624002445 (O) 079-40039618
Website: www.naetrusts.com
Email: soeb_k@yahoo.com, naet1950@gmail.com
APPLICATION FOR INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP

Institutional Membership Fee: ₹ 7000/-

*Please Use Block Letters For Filling Up This Form

Name of the Institution: .................................................................

Address: .......................................................................................

State: .................................................................PIN: ..........................

Contact Numbers:(Tel.)...................................................(Fax): ...............

Website: .......................................................................................

Email: .........................................................................................

Organization Associated With: ..................................................

“I agree to abide by the rules and regulations of the associations”

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL TRUSTS (NAET)

Signature of institution Head
(with institution seal/stamp)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment Details of Institutional Membership Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demand Draft/DD/Cheque to be drawn in favor of &quot;NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL TRUSTS (NAET)&quot; , AHEMDABAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount ( ) .......................................................DD/Cheque No: ..........................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date: .........................................................Bank: ............................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application form along with membership fee to be sent to the &quot; Secretary (NAET),Department of education, 503, Pratiksha Complex, Mahalaxmi Five Roads, Nr, Paldi Char Rasta, Paldi, Ahmedabad-380 007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For office use only

Date of Deposit in Bank: ..................................................Date of Credit: ......................

Receipt No.: .......................................................Date: .............................

Secretary of NAET

Reg. Office: 503, Pratiksha Complex, Mahalaxmi Five Roads, Nr,Paldi Char/Rasta,Paldi, Ahmedabad-7
Contact No: (M)9904668837, 7624002445, (O) 079-40039618
Website: www.naetrusts.com
NAET

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
FOR EDUCATIONAL TRUSTS

Registered under trust and society act 1950 & 1860 Government of India.
ABOUT US:
The idea of bringing together all the educational Trust and Societies on a common platform emerged from the deliberations of a conference of general meetings for social services at Ahmedabad. With the view of promoting educational activities, especially by way of sharing information and cooperation in the field of education, culture, sports and allied areas. The National Association for educational trust is registered under trust and society act 1950 & 1860 Government of India. It assumed its present name: The national association for educational trusts. The membership include schools, educational institute, technical institute, skill development institute, institute of national importance and professional institute.

OBJECTIVES:
- To serve as an inter educational organisation
- To act as a bureau of information and facilitate communication.
- Co-ordination and mutual consultation amongst all registered educational institute and organisation.
- To act as a liaison between the educational organisation and the Government (Central as well as the state Governments) an cooperate with other educational bodies in matter of common interest.
- To act as the representative education association of India.
- To promote or to undertake such programmes as would help to improve standards of instruction, examination, research, text books, scholarly publication, library organisation and such other
programmes as may contribute to the growth and propagation of knowledge.

- To facilitate exchange of members of the teaching and research staff.
- To assist educational organisation in obtaining recognition for their degrees, diplomas and examinations from other universities, educational bodies India as well as foreign.
- To undertake organise and facilitate conferences, seminars, workshops, Lectures and research in higher learning.
- To establishment and maintain a sports organisation for promoting sports among member organisation.
- To establish and maintain organisation dealing with youth welfare, student services, cultural programmes, adult education and such other activities as are conducive to the betterment and welfare of students or teachers and other connected with educational organisation.
- To act as a service agency to educational organisation in whatever manner it may be required or prescribed.
- To undertake, facilitate and provide for the publication of newsletter, research paper, books and journals.
OUR HONORARY MEMBERS

- Dr. Dipika Shah,  
  Professor and Head department of Education  
  VNSGU, Surat, Gujarat
- Prof. (Dr.) S. K. Bawa  
  Centre for Education, Central University of Punjab  
  President (HQ) Global Educational Research Association
- Dr. Madhavi Dharmakar  
  Asst. Professor, School of Education, YCMOU
- Vinod Kumar Kanvaria  
  Department of Education University of Delhi, Delhi
- Dr. Sanjeev Kumar  
  Govt. Middle School, Rugra, PO. Kaftu,  
  Dist: Solan, Himachal Pradesh.
- Sonali Chakraborti  
  Associate Professor, Department of Education  
  Sivanath Shastri College, Kolkata.
- Dr. K.M. Rajan  
  Principal, IES Training College, Thrissur.
- Rajarshi Roy, Ph.D.  
  Professor of Education, Visva Bharti,  
  Santiniketan, West Bengal.
- Dr. Poonam Pooniya  
  Professor of Education, Darbhanga
- Anand Kumar  
  Professor of Education

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION  
FOR EDUCATIONAL TRUSTS  
Registered under trust and society act 1950 & 1860 Government of India.

H.O : 503, Pratiksha Complex, Mahalaxmi Five Roads, Nr. Paldi Char Rasta, Paldi, Ahmedabad-7  
Phone : 079-40039618 • M : 9904668837, 7624002445.  
Email : care@naettrusts.com • website: www.naettrusts.com